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Editor’s Thermal 

Moving towards Spring... 
 
The weather is improving, slow but sure, and ASTRE is planning 
for the start of the flying season. We’ve run building sessions for 
common events and scheduled our launches and meets for the 
first half of the year. This issue has information on that and some 
mid-winter inspiration, so no excuses for not being ready! 
 
In our June meet, you may note the 1/4A Streamer Duration event 
with the notation “Quest MicroMaxx suggested”. By the NAR 
rules, contest officials do not have the authority to refuse to allow 
you to fly a NAR contest certified motor in its given class. So if 
you want to fly a 13mm Estes 1/4A3-3T or 10.5mm Apogee 
1/4A2-2 or -4, we can't stop you. However, those of us at the Feb-
ruary meeting agreed to fly the event with Quest MicroMaxx mo-
tors (which are about 1/3 the total impulse of other 1/4As). It 
looks dubious that there will ever be a true competition class for 
these motors, so this is a rare chance to fly a Quest MicroMaxx 
event for NAR points. I will have motors available for people 
who have trouble finding the Quest MicroMaxx (in the past I've 
seen them at JP's Hobbies, Toys'R'Us, Boscov's, but I haven't 
checked lately). 
 
For tips on flying scratch built MicroMaxx contest models, check 
my web page at http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/qmm.html 
(note the domain change) or the May-June 1999 issue of Stardust 
(available at ASTRE Online). 
 
So get building. Spring will be here before you know it! 
 

— Jeff Vincent 
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Beat Those Wintertime Blues 
 
by "Doctors" Tony Williams & George Gassaway 
Adapted from Impact, reprinted from the  
January 1983 issue of Model Rocketeer, 
reprinted from the Winter 1996-1997 Stardust 
 
 
What have you been doing since the decent flying 
weather went away last fall? Laughing at the pseudo-
science fiction offerings on the ol' boob tube? Reading 
(shudder) model airplane magazines? Building plastic 
tanks? 
 
Well, you really could be doing a lot to improve your 
chances of a successful contest season. Most summer 
competition models can be completed now, with no need 
to test-fly many of them. And while its true that winter is 
generally regarded as the time to build Scale models, how 
many people... uh, rocketeers actually fly Scale events 
with winter-built birds? 
 
Review the events you flew last year and choose the ones 
in which you need the most improvement. It helps to take 
into account the individual event Weighting Factors, 
since the larger the WF, the more points you'll gain by 
improvement. It's as simple as that. Rocket/Glider 
Duration is a challenging event with relatively high 
Weighting Factors — so let's use 1/2A R/G for our 
example. 
 
If you didn't build a 1/2A R/G last season, or if you're not 
satisfied with the performance of last year's model, it is 
advisable to search through the magazines and Section 
publications to choose a plan that will do the job. Seek 
the advice of veteran flyers in helping you select a 
competitive design. Of course, you can always design 
your own. 
 
When the glider is completed, first test the method of 
transition (sliding pod, flop-wing, auto-elevator, etc.) by 
simulating the flight indoors. For example, burning-
thread actuators can be tested by cutting the thread. Of 
course, the model will need a boost test sooner or later, 
which can only be performed under powered flight. 
 
Winter is also a good time for a little personal Research 
and Development. Dethermalizers for gliders and PD 
birds can be grist for a rewarding study. A good DT is an 
aid to the serious competitor. Although most DT systems 
are quite simple, their use and maintenance require effort 
and practice. Test your dethermalizer until you know it 
will work. An unreliable DT is useless! 

 
 
Need a more advanced project? Have you tried 
Helicopter Duration? It's become very popular in recent 
years. A little work now in this area can pay off big next 
summer. 
 
Plastic Model Conversion is another fun event. No testing 
for this one [Famous Last Words... — CDT] but choosing 
a good model and getting the necessary parts and 
materials together is an important operation. Strive for 
better flight characteristics. Highly-detailed and unusual 
prototypes are great for display purposes, but you should 
never forget that you're trying to build a flying model 
rocket! 
 
Aside from individual designs, you can also be working 
on parts of models you know you'll be using. Fins can be 
cut, shaped, and even sealed; streamer and parachute 
recovery systems can be fabricated; and nose cones can 
be sanded and sealed long before they are needed. 
Prepare yourself for those "Friday Night Specials". 
 
And what about ground support equipment? Now is the 
time to build that tower you've always wanted. Add a 
zero-volume piston launcher or two. And since you're not 
spending as much money on flying stuff, winter is a good 
time to overhaul or replace your old launching 
systems — or your club's. 
 
This article has touched on just a few of the many 
possible non-flying projects you can do to have fun this 
winter. Here are a few more for the real hard-core 
rocketeer: 
 
• Compile data for your "ultimate" Scale bird. 
• Start planning an R&D project. 
• Write your R&D report ahead of time, for once. 
• Put in a bid for NARAM. 
• Attend a modroc convention or seminar. 
• Organize a local "polar bear launch" — to be flown 

only when the weather is below freezing. 
• Fail to attend the "polar bear launch". 
• Discover the joys of Dead Biological Payloads 

(DBP's). 
• Static-fire composite motors indoors. 
• Write an article for the Model Rocketeer [By all 

means, do this before static-firing those composite 
motors. — CDT] 

 
[And since the Model Rocketeer is no longer published, 
send your articles in to Jeff for StarDust! — JV] 
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From The CD by C. D. Tavares, Editor 
reprinted from the Jan. 1983 Model Rocketeer, 
reprinted from the Winter 1996-1997 Stardust. 
 
 
Competition? In January?? 
 
For many reasons, it's the best time. Good skills take 
time to develop and almost as much time to refresh. 
And be honest — wasn't that you, with bleary eye 
and epoxy in your hair, that we heard swearing off 
"Night-Before Specials" late last Contest Year? 
Here's your chance to build ahead and get really 
competitive: backup models for second flights after 
flyaways; intricate Rocket/Gliders and Helicopter 
birds; Scale boilerplates (and plastic models, nu?)  
Just think of all the goodies you can have stacked 
beside your range box, ready to test-fly as soon as 
the snows melt — and well ahead of the early Spring 
Regionals! 
 
For you modelers who have never tried competition, 
by all means you should give it a go as well. Even if 
you're not a competitive type, you'll find that 
"competition" skills help develop you as a 
modeler — your birds go higher, fly longer, look 
more impressive, work more often. Just learning 
how to get your models to recover reliably isn't as 
trivial as some folks think — including many who 
attribute their frequent "hard landings" to "bad luck". 
And anyone who's followed the price of engines 
over the past five years deserves the satisfaction of 
seeing one of his models glide or hang in mid-air for 
five minutes on a 1/2A. 
 
Heed well the competition mavens who are sharing 
their hard-won knowledge with you in this issue. 
Then check out the "Con Calendar" for upcoming 
meets in your area, and decide which ones you want 
to build for. 
 
Do it right, and maybe we'll see you at NARAM! 
 
[This issue of Model Rocketeer also contained 
Lawrence Bercini's article "Hitting The Contest 
Trail", an excellent overview of competition, and 
plans for George Reibesehl's "Seattle Special" slide-
wing B Rocket/Glider. — JV] 

Here is the Secretary/Treasurer's report for the last few months.  
 
January 20, 2001. Meeting and Building session held at my house.  
 
Meeting called to order by Pres. Alex DeMarco.  
 
Members present, Jeff Vincent, Mark Hutchinson, Alex DeMarco, 
Eric Schadow, Doug Hallenbeck. Also attending were Jim 
Salvino and Dave Price.  
  
First item on agenda was ASTRE Officer Elections. A discussion 
of the positions and responsibilities was held.  
 
Officers elected for 2001-2002 are:  
 
President - Alex DeMarco  
Vice President - Mark Hutchinson  
Senior Advisor - Jeff Vincent  
Secretary/Treasurer - Eric Schadow  
Member at Large - Doug Hallenbeck  
 
The final item was scheduling a regular flying Saturday once a 
month. We decided to schedule the second Saturday of each 
month then move the dates around to minimize other events and 
holidays.  
 
RAMTEC-9 and NARAM dates were mentioned.  
 
The meeting continued with the Egglofter building session.  
 
 
The February Meeting was held  February 10, 2001 at my house.  
 
Members present, Jeff Vincent, Mark Hutchinson, Alex DeMarco, 
Eric Schadow, Doug Hallenbeck and Ben and Kyle Patrone.  
 
No ASTRE  business was discussed.  
 
Treasurers Report  
 
1/20/2001 Received $17.50 from Alex DeMarco reimbursing 
ASTRE  for purchase of B/G kits.  
 
1/20/2001 Check #147 for $40.00 issued to NAR for ASTRE 
Charter Renewal.  
 
2/10/2001 Received $40.00 from Alex DeMarco reimbursing 
ASTRE  for purchase of two  B/G kits.  
 
2/10/2001 Paid $15.00 cash to Jeff Vincent to cover the fees for 
three NAR Meets.  
 
Current Balances as of 2/27/2001  
 
Checking $44.64  
Cash     $75.28  
  
I expect a number of membership renewals in the coming months.  
- Eric Schadow 
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Winter Building Sessions a la ASTRE 
by Alex DeMarco 
 
This past winter ASTRE has spent hunkered down in 
our secret rocket assembly shops across upstate New 
York preparing for the upcoming season and 
NARAM. During these sessions we have built the 
following kits: Edmunds Aerospace Ivee2g, QCR 
FlexWing, QCR Egglofter and QCR D Helicopter. 
 
We built the Ivee2g's and the FlexWing's in Hunter 
Herman's studio. Alex DeMarco led the group 
through the construction of the Ivee2g. This kit is a 
slick rudderless design with good flight 
characteristics.   Jeff Vincent led the following 
session, building the FlexWing. FlexWing will be a 
new event for us this year, and Jeff has gotten us 
started off on the right foot! 
 
Thank you again to the Herman's for their hospitality 
and of course the cookies! 
 
Deep in the woods of Rotterdam NY the group met 
twice at Eric Schadow’s house to assemble the 
Egglofter and Helicopter kits. Jeff led both sessions. 
We built the Egglofter for duration competition but 
Jeff discussed changes that could be made to be 
competitive in the Altitude event as well. After 
rummaging through the Schadow family plastic egg 
collection we came up with some ideas to improve 
on the kits. Our final building session was lots of 
fun. The D Helicopter is huge compared to the 1/2A 
models we have been dealing with in the past. Jeff 
walked us through some do's and don'ts and clued us 
in on some very useful tips. 
 
Again a big thank you to the Schadow's and to Jeff 
for leading the bulk of the groups! 
 

A Message from the Prez 
 
Hello Everyone, 
 
I wanted to pass a long some information about our 
upcoming 2001 Flying Season. Our charter renewal 
application has been sent it. So we are all set to fly. 
Jeff and I hammered out the 2001 schedule. We 
consulted with CTRA to try and avoid any conflicts 
this year. 
 
The 2001 schedule is as follows: 
 
• March 24—Sport Launch  
• April 28—Competition/Sport Launch 
            1/4A Parachute Duration 
            1/2A Boost/Glider Duration 
            1/2A Helicopter Duration 
            B Eggloft Duration 
• May 19—Competition/Sport Launch 
            A Streamer Duration 
            1/2A Flexwing Duration 
            B Helicopter Duration 
            B Superroc Duration 
• June 9—Competition/Sport Launch 
            1/2A Streamer Duration Multi-Round 
            1/2A Boost/Glider Duration 
            D Helicopter Duration 
            1/4A Streamer Duration (Quest MicroMaxx)  
• July 7—Competition/Sport Launch 
• August 25—Competition/Sport Launch 
• September 15—Competition/Sport Launch 
• October 13—Sport Launch  
 
FYI, the only date that conflicts with CTRA is May 
19th. Mark your calendars now! 
 
See you on the field! 
 

— Alex 
  

NARAM-43, the NAR’s Annual Meet 
    and National Championships 
August 4-10, 2001 
Geneseo, NY 
http://www.naram43.com/ 

http://www.naram43.com/
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Hunter's Rocket Builders Tips  
for 1/4A - 1/2A Gliders 
 
1- Make sure you use lots of heavy duty construction 
adhesive, use it from the tubes where you need that 
metal thing to squish it out. A 1/4" to 1/2" bead 
should be enough to start with, then glob on another 
1/2'' to 3/4'", just to be sure. This will give your 
glider that "ballast" it needs and make it a little more 
crash-worthy.  
 
2- Use some more construction adhesive on the nose 
for that "bumper" effect in case it goes down too 
quickly, it helps the CP too.  
 
3- Use lots of epoxy on the fillets, you don't want 
this rocket coming apart. You can add some 
fiberglass to the fillets as well.  
 
4- Coat the wings with more glue, preferably with 
epoxy, sand when dry, then put on another coat, 
repeat several times. Add fiberglass to strengthen. 
Use big heavy duty 7" grinders to smooth out your 
rocket, graduating to 5" lighter grinders, then belt 
sanders and other tools or instruments.  
 
5- Paint with heavy duty 2 part epoxy paint. Use 3 to 
5 coats of primer and at least 10 top coats, finishing 
with a clear coat, sand in between coats. Don't use 
light coats, that's for sissies, real men spray HEAVY 
and WET. Don't do this with that can junk, use 
heavy duty industrial spray guns.  
 
6- You may now  calculate the weight to boost ratio 
with a number of programs available and you will 
notice that your CG is NOT where it is supposed to 
be, so you can glue more nose weight on the tip of 
the glider...I  think 4 or 5 pounds anchored with 
construction adhesive ought to do it, but remember, 
if some is good, more is better. Therefore, you may 
need a cluster of  8 or 10 J engines to get that baby 
off the ground at this point or maybe a liquid fuel 
and oxidizer booster.  
 
Well, that ought to do it for now. E-mail me on your 
results or if you have any questions or comments.  
 
Hunter Herman, Mad Rocket Scientist  
Secret Rocket Assembly Building 

ASTREwear 
 
ASTRE will be selling clothing with a new ASTRE 
logo on it (below). Alex needs to get a handle on 
how many pieces of clothing we need to order.  
 
Choices include: 
• Hanes T-shirts (white)- $13.79 each. 
• Hanes Polo Shirt (white, w/collar and three  
            buttons) - $18.09 each. 
• Golf Cap - $11.75 each. 
 
Layout:  
On shirts - The round ASTRE logo over the left 
breast with your NAR/TRIPOLI number(s) in red 
underneath. On the back, in red, “ASTRE”.  
Golf Caps - Round ASTRE logo  
 
Please let Alex know what you would be interested 
in ordering.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D Eggloft Altitude Record Setter 
plans reprinted from Star-Date 11.90 
 
This is the model that Chuck Weiss flew at 
NARAM-31 to win D ELAlt (and set a new U.S. 
Record in the process). This should prove as a good 
starting point for a C ELAlt design for RAMTEC or 
NARAM this year. Use either the Apogee composite 
C10 or downsize the motor mount for their newer 
13mm C6. The egg capsule used was a Kuhn (now 
Pratt) single egg capsule nose with an Easter Egg 
capsule base. 
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2001 - A NARAM Odyssey - Part I 
by Alex DeMarco 
 
Mark your calendar, NARAM-43 is coming! That's 
right, the next National Association of Rocketry's 
Annual Meet is August 4th - 10th. This year it is 
being held at Geneseo, about four hours west of 
Albany. Here is the list of events: 
 
• 1/2A Boost/Glider Duration 
• 1/2A Flex Wing Duration 
• A Altitude 
• A Streamer Duration 
• B SuperRoc Altitude 
• C Eggloft Altitude 
• D Helicopter Duration 
• Sport Scale 
• Research & Development 
 
Rules information for all of these events can be 
found by following the links off of ASTRE's 2001 
Launch Schedule at http://fly.to/astre. 
 
All of our building sessions this winter have been 
focused on building kits to help us gain experience 
in these events. We have built: QCR FlexWing, 
QCR EggLofter, QCR D Helicopter, and Edmund's 
Ivee2g Boost/Gliders. We will be flying a majority 
of these events at our meets this season, as well, so 
when NARAM arrives, we'll be ready! 
 
Stay tuned. In the next newsletter (Part II), I'll 
discuss various tips and tricks for some of these 
events. And in Part III I'll discuss my impressions of 
NARAM-43. PS - I've already booked a room... 
 
 
 
Club Elections 
 
ASTRE held elections at its January 20, 2001 
meeting. The following positions were filled: 
 
President - Alex DeMarco 
Vice-President - Mark Hutchinson 
Senior Advisor - Jeff Vincent 
Secretary/Treasurer - Eric Schadow 
Member-At-Large - Doug Hallenbeck 
 

ASTRE Email Group Changes 
 
Since our last newsletter, there have been a few 
changes to the club’s electronic mailing list. First, 
Yahoo has now fully assimilated eGroups. It means 
few practical changes to users. You need to register 
for a Yahoo ID to access the web-based features of 
the group (if you are already registered with eGroups 
you should have been led through the automated 
process already). 
 
After an inappropriate posting, we re-evaluated the 
purpose of the group. While we have not adopted any 
official guidelines, we hope everyone tries to strike a 
balance between having a good time amongst friends, 
but still making it open and interesting for anyone 
who would choose to read the list.  
 
A few people have complained about the volume of 
email generated by the list. Before unsubscribing, I’d 
recommend that they go to http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/ASTRE471 - this is the web-based home of 
ASTRE471. Explore some of the options of mail 
delivery or web-based-only (no email) participation in 
the group. 
 
As a further effort to address the volume problem, 
Alex created a second Yahoo group, ASTREannounce 
(http://groups.yahoo.com/group/astreannounce). All 
people who are subscribed to the ASTRE471 group 
have been added to this new group. ASTREannounce 
is intended only for official announcements from 
officials of ASTRE. This should reduce the volume of 
email while still keeping an official news pipeline 
open. The ASTRE471 group remains available for  
posts among ASTRE members and friends. 
 

JP’S 
TRAINS & HOBBIES 

277 Troy Schenectady Rd. 
Latham, NY 12110 

 
(518) 782-0981 

 
Estes · Quest · Aerotech · North Coast 

“You Need It, We’ll Get It” 

http://fly.to/astre
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/astreannounce
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ASTRE471
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ASTRE Contacts : 
 

Alex DeMarco        462-8557   demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu 
Jeff Vincent            439-2055   jvincent@acmenet.net 
Mark Hutchinson    286-2938   HutchME@nyssbdc.org 
 
How to get to Jeff's house... 
 

Your destination is 39 Cherry Avenue in Delmar. Take Rt. 
85 south/west (accessible from I-90, State Offices, Rt. 20, or 
Krumkill Rd.). After Rt. 85 changes from divided highway to 
two-way, you'll see the following landmarks (note, this is a 
complete list of the traffic lights you'll see): 

• traffic light at Blessing Road, continue straight 

• traffic light at New Scotland Road, take right to stay on 
Rt. 85 

• traffic light at Rt. 140, take a left, follow to the end (1 
mile) 

• traffic light at Kenwood Avenue, go straight on to Cherry 
Ave. 

• my house is 0.2 miles in from Kenwood Ave. It is the 
third house in a set of three similar houses on the right 
side of the street. There should be parking for 2-3 cars in 
the driveway, or, directly opposite my house (left side of 
Cherry Ave.) is Oak Street, and there should be no trouble 
parking along the road there. 

 
For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's 
homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where club 
business is discussed first, followed by either general "what's new," 
or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule can change, and 
it is advisable to check with Alex DeMarco or ASTREannounce to 
find out about any last-minute changes.  

March 9, 2001 (Friday) - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent’s 
house, 7:00 pm. Contact: Alex DeMarco. 

March 24 - ASTRE Sport Launch - Johnstown, NY. Contact: 
Alex DeMarco. 

April ?? (Friday) - ASTRE Meeting - Contact: Alex DeMarco. 

April 28 - ASTRE Sport Launch and Snap! open meet - 
Johnstown, NY. Events: 1/4A PD, 1/2A B/G, 1/2A HD, B 
ELDur. Contact: Jeff Vincent. 

May 19 - ASTRE Sport Launch and Crackle! open meet - 
Johnstown, NY. Events: A SD, 1/2A FW, B HD, B SRDur. 
Contact: Jeff Vincent. 

June 9 - ASTRE Sport Launch and Pop! open meet - Johnstown, 
NY. Events: 1/2A SD MR, 1/2A B/G, D HD, 1/4A SD (Quest 
MicroMaxx suggested). Contact: Jeff Vincent. 

June 16-17 - RAMTEC-9 Regional Meet - Allentown, PA. Events: 
1/2A B/G. A SD. B SRDur, C ELAlt, D HD. Contact: Glenn 
Feveryear, 717-456-5570, feveryear@cyberia.com 

July 7 - ASTRE Sport Launch and contest - Johnstown, NY. 
August 4-10 - NARAM-43 NAR Annual Meet - Geneseo, NY. 

Events: 1/2A B/G, 1/2A FW, A Alt, B SRAlt, C SD, C ELAlt, 
D HD, Sport Scale, R&D. Contact: John Viggiano, 716-239-
6046, jsvrc@rc.rit.edu 

August 25 - ASTRE Sport Launch and contest - Johnstown, NY. 
 

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type. 
 

For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see: 
http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/nercb.html 

ASTRE Membership Application 

Membership Dues (check one): 
 
[  ]   Junior member - $5.00 
        (under 18) 
 
[  ]   Senior member - $10.00 
        (over 18) 
 
[  ]   Family membership - $15.00 
        Number of newsletters: 
 
Please make checks payable to 
"ASTRE". 

Name 

Address 

City 

State                                                            Zip Code 
 
Phone                                                    Date of birth 

NAR number                                       Tripoli number 
 
                                    Send to: ASTRE 
                                                  c/o: Eric Schadow 
                                                  1990 Upper Gregg Rd 
                                                  Schenectady NY 12306 

ASTRE Calendar 

http://www.acmenet.net/~jvincent/nercb.html


Jeff Vincent 
Box 523 
Slingerlands, NY 12159 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ASTRE’s Next Meeting - March 9 - Friday evening, 7pm at Jeff Vincent’s house 
ASTRE’s Next Launch - March 24 - Sport Launch 
In This Issue - A potpourri of rocket stuff! 

How To Get To The Flying Field 
 
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27) 

off the Thruway 
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for 

one mile. 
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge 

onto Route 5 West. 
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right 

onto Route 67. 
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after 

passing FMCC, take a right onto the small 
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you 
will see a white fence on your right. Follow the 
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk 
to the range. 


